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From	the	heart:	work.	
From	work:	works.	

By	Fr.	Luigi	Giussani	
 
The visible is born from the invisible: works are born from what could seem 
abstract or sentimental but instead is not. 

 

In the Gospel, Jesus defines God like this: “my Father is at work until now.”58
 

With this affirmation he declares that work is an expression of being. 
 

The Mystery that makes everything has an expressive dynamic which sinks into 
the Trinitarian reality but which also reverberates outside of itself in creating. 
And it is from this creation we belong to that we understand the words of Jesus: 

“my Father is at work until now.” When the word work is attributed to the 
Mystery which makes all things, it indicates that being is expressed. Everything 
in fact moves like an irresistible imitation. 

 

1) Also for us work is an expression of being. This awareness is a breath of fresh 

air for the worker who toils in his workplace for eight hours and for the 

entrepreneur working hard to develop his business. But our being- that which 

the Bible calls “heart” and is composed of courage, tenacity, cleverness, hard 

work- is thirst for truth and happiness. 
 

There are no works, from the humble one of the housewife to the brilliant one 
of the designer that can escape this reference and this search for a complete 
satisfaction and human fulfillment. In all works there is a thirst for truth which 
starts from the curiosity to delve into the mysterious enigma of research and a 

thirst for happiness which starts from instinctiveness and expands to become 
that noble concreteness which alone saves our instinct from becoming 
corrupted in false and ephemeral breath. It is this heart which can mobilize 
anyone, no matter what undertaking they are carrying out. All of life is 
compelled by this logic and there is no other source of energy which forces and 
enables more than it to care for one’s work, even in the minutest aspects. 

 

We call the “heart” of man the “religious sense.” The thirst for truth and 
happiness turns toward the ultimate good, the total meaning which exceeds our 
ability of imagination and definition. It is also the reason for all actions. The 
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religious sense is the apex of reason because reason is awareness of reality 
according to the totality of all its factors. Society does not exhaust all our factors. 
We are not just cogs in a mechanism or bricks in the social edifice. Social aims 
do not exhaust us. 

 

Work also has to serve and be in function of the truth and happiness which man 
personally aspires to. In this sense the encyclical Laborem exercens states that the 
purpose of work is not work itself but man. 59

 

 

And it is right to say that works, in the end, are a prayer open to the religious 
sense both of those who have faith and those who do not, because the religious 
sense described in this way is in everyone. 

2) How is it possible for man to uphold this “heart” in front of the cosmos and, 
most of all, in front of society? How can man uphold himself in positivity and 
optimism (because without optimism we cannot act)? The answer is that he 
cannot do it alone but by interacting with others, by establishing a friendship 
that is at work (coexistence or friendship or movement), i.e. a more abundant 
partnership of energies grounded in a mutual recognition. 

 

This friendship is much more consistent as the reason for which it is born is 
permanent and stable. A friendship that is born from mutual economic interest 
has the duration of the judgment as to its usefulness. Instead a friendship or 
movement that arises from the intuition that the purpose of a venture exceeds 
the terms of the venture itself, and that the venture is an attempt to respond to 
something much greater, in short a movement that is born from the perception 
of the heart we have in common and defines us as men, establishes a 
“belonging”. 

 

Christ established in history the belonging to a reality in which the highest 
concern is that of the destiny which allows the emergence of human initiative 
from its true origin and its true heart: the Church. 

 

In his talk at the Meeting of Rimini (August 29, 1982), John Paul II said that the 
purpose of the Church is to build “a civilization of truth and love.”60 This is an 

even earthly purpose. Because it is from the documentation of a better humanity 
through time that we see the presence of a factor that exceeds it. This is the 
evangelical concept of “miracle.” Miracle is a humanity that would never have 
been achieved as the result of a project or an enterprise. Not a definitive 
fulfillment (because that will come at the end) but anticipation of it now. 
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Christianity sees the anticipation of paradise in this world; an anticipation which 
consists precisely in a humanity which becomes better there where the Christian 
hypothesis is accepted and carried out. 

 

In many parts of the Church all this is obliterated (if not theoretically denied). 

This highlights the value of movements even more, that is, of places that tend 

to expand and in which the human and historical value of Christ and his Church 

are taken seriously (“whoever follows me will have eternal life and the 

hundredfold here below”61). 
 

The Compagnia delle Opere is the expression of one of these environments. 
Man’s original need tends therefore towards a social recognition. Not 
surprisingly, John XXIII’s Mater et magistra, ranks the right to freedom of 
association among the fundamental human rights.62 Therefore, both in the 
State and in the Church, any attempt to limit the freedom of association is 
tyranny. Conversely, belonging to the Church, through association, increases 
both one’s expressive freedom and one's freedom that is at work. 

 

In this association, freedom finds more space and security. Freedom is a 
belonging in a free activity. 

 

A Christianity that is lived generates a personality at work without limits. It tends 

to collide with the whole horizon of human expectation. Here is a quote from a 

recent Samizdat text: “The only problem that is truly important for believers, 

the salvation of Christ, does not preclude the richness and complexity of life but 

rather sheds new light on it. Only a universal answer (to all existential problems) 

can be authentically Christian. Christian thought must be the voice of the full 

truth of what we live every day.” 
 

3) A corollary: the freedom of gestures that are imaginative and at work is a life 

or death question for both civilization and democracy. From the freedom of this 

space for working, which is born from the heart and sustained associatively, is the 

democratic nature of all power and its respect for freedom measured (freedom 

of association is the right that is most antithetical to power). 
 

A society’s government must have promoting and respecting what is born from 
man’s heart and takes consistency in associative forms as its first concern. 

 

This is also the sole criterion for judging political realities and political behavior. 
In fact, the man who has a sense of his own heart, to the point of making it the 
source of companionship and friendship, also has a sense of the sacrifice 
necessary for the order and growth of society. 


